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Abstract

This chapter provides the detailed information involved in the design of the Second generation

InJM buggy car project. Part I includes all details regarding the method of design, design's

philosophy, concept and model construction and result evaluation. Background research and

literature review have been done in order to provide a basic reference for this buggy car design.

Correct material selections and its dimensions can reduce the overall weight of the car while

accurate design collaboration within the suspension system can ensure a better maneuver

characteristic. A number of design options have been generated. The best choice was based on a

lightweight buggy car with high strength performance, good handling characteristic, and also

considering excellent driver's ergonomic aspect.

Introduction

By definition, buggy car is a light, four-wheeled vehicle, usually with one seat, and with or

without a calash top. The whole concept of this project is mainly referred on four aspects ot"

engineering that are safety, durability, performance and cost. Therefore, extensive research and

study have to be done in order to get the most suitable and efficient design for the buggy car

Moreover, as the purpose of this project is to design the 2nd generation buggy car, the 151 built

HUM buggy car will be the main references throughout this project.

The analyses will be focused on three main components that are engine and power tram;

chassis; as well as the steering, suspension and braking system. These systems will be selected

by analyses and tests that will be conducted throughout the duration of the project. There are

many restrictions on the car frame and engine which offer enough challenge for knowledge,

creativity, and imagination.
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